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Objectives
• Describe the goals and purpose of a SOP
• Review the AAPM structure, history of the
SOP, and transition to a MPPG
• Review of supervision and delegation
responsibilities
• Provide an overview of MPPG 10
• Share the next steps now that this project is
complete

Scope of Practice
• Describes the procedures, actions and processes
that a healthcare practitioner is permitted to
perform. Competencies,
ability and role.
• Usually under state law
• Defines a range of
responsibility
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https://www.aapm.org/government_affairs/licensure/default.asp

Another issue: Our practice
environments are different
• Ad Hoc Committee on Defining the Diagnostic QMP Practice Model
• MPPG 3: Levels of Supervision

• MPPG 7: Medical Physicist Assistants
• Diagnostic Workforce Subcommittee
• Issues:

• Practice environments are different
• Very difficult to list tasks that can
be performed by individuals with
specific training and credentials
• State regulations
• Accreditation program requirements

One approach to addressing
different environments:
• AAPM Report 301 – An
Updated Description of the
Professional Practice of
Diagnostic and Imaging
Medical Physics creates a
common language and
perspective among DX and
NM physicists by presenting
a new taxonomy to describe
their duties and services
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History of the AAPM Scope
of Practice
• Formerly a long, professional policy.
• https://www.aapm.org/org/policies/details.asp?type=
PP&id=317
• Components:
•
•
•
•

Statement of basic responsibility
Definitions
Specifics of Practice (supervision, collaboration)
Tasks by subspecialty

aapm.org/org/policies

AAPM Policies
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Professional Council (PC)
• PC shall act as a clearinghouse for professional
inquiries addressed to the Corporation by members or
outside groups and shall route inquiries to the
appropriate categorical Professional Committees. PC
shall consider and make recommendations of
professional policy to the Board. It shall formulate
specific charges for the guidance and direction of the
categorical committees.
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Professional Council

Ethics

Clinical Practice

Professional
Economics
MP 3.0
Working
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Imaging Practice
Accreditation

Therapy Practice
Accreditation
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Guidelines
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Working
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Vendor Relations
and Product
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Services
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CPC Charge
• Creating channels of communication with other
organizations
• Proposing activities upgrading knowledge and skill
• Informing the public about the contribution to society
of medical physicists

SOP Project Members – CPC
with some additions
• Jessica Clements

• Rebecca Marsh

• Christopher Baird

• Melissa Martin

• Steven de Boer

• Brent Parker

• Lynne Fairobent

• Dan Pavord

• Tyler Fisher

• Michael Schell

• James Goodwin

• Tony Seibert

• Dustin Gress

• Donna Stevens

• Jennifer Johnson

• Russ Tarver

• Kathryn Kolsky

• Christopher Waite-Jones

• Gig Mageras

• Nicholai Wingreen (AAPM staff)
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Revising AAPM’s SOP
• Reviewed several SOPs
• Held a F2F meeting July 17-19, 2016 in Pasadena, CA
• Discussed formats and outline for the SOP and chose to
transition into the MPPG format
• SOP isn’t exactly a policy statement
• AAPM should be the authoritative body on the clinical
scope of practice for medical physics
• Revised every 5 years (or less), published in open source
JACMP, easier to keep current and adopted (by reference)
by various regulatory bodies and professional societies

SOP: Subspecialties
• Qualified Medical Physicists practice in the following
subfield(s)
•
•
•
•
•

Therapeutic
Diagnostic
Nuclear Medical
Medical Health
Magnetic Resonance Imaging

AAPM QMP Definition
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MPPG 10 Approach
• Create a table of activities in category areas and define
if the activity:
• Must be performed by a QMP
• Must be performed or supervised by a QMP
• Should include a QMP

• Category areas:
• Administrative, clinical, educational, informatics,
equipment performance evaluations, quality and safety

If supervision is required,
• Follow AAPM Professional Policy 18-B, which references CMS
definitions:

• Personal – QMP must be in the room, watching
• Direct – QMP must be in the facility and immediately available to
furnish assistance and direction throughout the procedures. QMP
does not have to be in the room.
• General – Under the QMP’s overall direction and control. QMP does
not have to be in the building.

*ACR added clarifying language for direct supervision in their
accreditation programs in July 2018: “... direct supervision, meaning
physically present in the building or group of buildings in close
proximity. This does not allow a satellite facility across town, video or
teleconferencing.”

Also in the table
• If there is an existing standard or guideline related to
the task or activity, it is referenced.
• The position of the AAPM may be different than other
organizations.
• QMP is responsible for following any local or state
regulations or accreditation standards that may be
different than MPPG 10.
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Delegation / Supervision
• The QMP may delegate certain tasks to other nonQMP individuals.
• The QMP is:
• responsible for ensuring that those individuals are
adequately trained.
• responsible for overseeing the delegated work performed
by those individuals.
• responsible for all work delegated and must review,
approve and sign all delegated work
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Timeline

PP-17-C
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Next Steps for SOP
• Joint project with HPS to define the scope for Medical
Health Physics
• Michael Sheetz

• Steven King

• Dan Pavord

• Melissa Martin

• Marc Felice

• Larry Dauer

• Jessica Clements

• Linda Kroger

• Cari Borras
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